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Walker Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Satoshi Kitamura (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. A funny, philosophical book about the universal subject of
money, by award-winning non-fiction writer Martin Jenkins.A funny, philosophical look at the
universal subject of money by award-winning non-fiction writer Martin Jenkins, illustrated by
Satoshi Kitamura. In the Yap Islands in the South Pacific money can be a stone with a hole in the
middle. It can be a string of shells, a bundle of cloth or a copper slab. It s the stuff that makes the
world go round and doesn t grow on trees. In this fascinating and thought-provoking book, Martin
Jenkins explores the history of money from its earliest beginnings to the electronic banking of
today. Along the way we learn about hunter gatherers, barter, clay tablets, goat swapping, precious
metals, hard bargains, IOUs, interest, coins, Romans, taxes, inflation, paper money, currencies and
exchange rates. Satoshi Kitamura s quirky, satirical drawings perfectly complement the dry
humour of the text and in the end we are reminded that money only exists because we believe in it.
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It in a of the most popular book. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You may like how the article writer publish this pdf.
-- K ellie Huels-- K ellie Huels

This publication is wonderful. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You may like the way the writer compose this publication.
-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD
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